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About MHA

Scotland
Henderson Loggie

North East
Tait Walker

East Anglia
Larking Gowen

London, Midlands 
and South East 

MHA MacIntyre Hudson

South Coast
MHA Carpenter Box

South West
Monahans

Wales
Broomfield & Alexander

North West
Moore & Smalley

offices across the UK
50

Collectively we have over

MHA is an association of progressive and respected accountancy and business 
advisory firms with members across England, Scotland and Wales. Our member firms 
provide both national expertise and local insight to their clients. MHA members assist 
clients with their needs wherever they are in the UK, as well as globally through our 
membership of Baker Tilly International, which has a network of trusted advisors 
covering 147 countries worldwide.
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Key Findings:

76% 

62% 

24%
2017

of the premium brands are expecting 
profitability to increase, whereas only 

of the volume brands are expecting 
profitability to increase.

2017

RESPONDENTS EXPECTING 
PROFITABILITY TO INCREASE 

RESPONDENTS EXPECTING 
A REDUCTION IN PROFIT

2016 2016

40%

32%44%

32%
18%

Optimism for 2017 profitability 
is down from last year

think that Brexit will have 
some adverse impact on the 
sector over the next year.

think their manufacturers 
New Car sales targets for 
2017 are achievable, which 
compares favourably with 
the 53% reported last year. 

Used car performance 
was ranked as the 
most positive factor in 
terms of its impact on 
2017 profitability.

Pre registration levels, 
followed closely by 
consumer confidence and 
cost savings, were ranked 
as the factors which would 
have the most adverse 
impact on 2017 profitability. 

The slow up in M&A 
activity is backed up by the 
survey results, with only 

of respondents looking to 
exit their business within 
the next 12 months.

of respondents are happy with their 
franchise partners’ strategy for future 
proofing regarding EV/autonomous vehicles. 

The varying cost of maintaining corporate identity requirements was 
noticeable in the survey results with

33%
of premium brand 
respondents expecting

spend required
£10m+

of volume brands expecting 
spend of less than

75%

£250k

59% 

7% 

of respondents see on-line 
retail becoming an integral 
part in the future new car 
purchasing model. Of these, 
63% see it happening within 
the next 5 years and 71% 
see it happening in both new 
and used cars.

94% 

of volume brands are happy. 

74%
54%
of premium brands are happy whereas only 

Whilst a similar number of 
respondents to last year are 
looking to grow their business over 
the next 12 months (2017: 60%, 
2016: 64%) there is a significant 
shift in how they will do this. 

13%
25%
62%

will grow via acquisition

are looking to increase sites

are looking to achieve growth through 
organic growth/redevelopment

(2016:40%)

(2016:16%)

(2016: 44%) 
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Message from Steve Freeman

I am pleased to present the results of our 
latest MHA Motor Dealer Survey which once 
again demonstrates the resilience of the 
UK Motor Trade in the face of uncertain and 
challenging times, particularly surrounding 
the new car market.

The survey confirms the recent discussions I have 
been having with our UK dealer clients that 2017 
has seen a marked change in dealer confidence 
and particularly since the record new car sales and 
registrations at the end of Q1. There are a number 
of factors impacting upon consumer confidence, 
including the triggering of Article 50, the further 
uncertainty caused by the recent election result 
and also the media coverage of diesel scrappage 
and the selling of motor finance. The key question 
now is whether the decline in new sales in April is 
the start of a trend or principally a correction to 
the peak in sales recorded in March, particularly 
for five main brands and fleet. There will be 
winners and losers depending upon franchise 
performance, products and new car offers and 
it is no surprise that in overall terms, the survey 
clearly indicates that dealers are anticipating 
a more challenging remainder of 2017 and a 
reduction in profit.

2017 marks a crucial time for manufacturers to 
be working closely with their dealer networks 
and setting reasonable and realistic new car 
sales targets. It is encouraging therefore that the 
majority of survey respondents do think that their 
new car targets for 2017 are achievable, although 
the ever increasing need to meet targets through 
pre-registration is likely to intensify through the 
rest of 2017. To mitigate this impact on profit, 
dealers are turning their attention to other areas 
of the business and increasing their focus on 
generating returns from used cars for example. 
The recent press releases issued by the listed 
groups give further evidence that the sector is 
resilient in this area.  

Consistent with our survey from last year, there 
continues to be significant cost pressures in 
relation to the dealers’ workforce, their property 

requirements and related manufacturer standards 
and their increasing regulatory and compliance 
burden. I was also interested to see that 
respondents fully expect to see on-line retailing 
becoming an integral part of the future new and 
used car purchasing model within the next 5 to 10 
years, which is not surprising taking into account 
certain recent manufacturers specific model 
launches via the internet and press comment 
surrounding on-line motor trading platforms and 
companies.  

Finally, the recent slowdown in M&A activity in 
the sector is validated by the survey findings 
that dealers are principally looking to grow their 
business through organic growth, site and brand 
expansion versus corporate takeovers. It will 
however be interesting to see if profit and funding 
pressures on smaller groups do actually lead to 
an increase in dealers proactively looking to bring 
their exit plans forward during the remainder of 
2017.

On a personal level, I would like to thank all of 
our participants to the survey and to thank Trevor 
Reeve from Pentagon for providing the dealer 
perspective and Paul Flanagan, the former 
Renault/Dacia UK MD, for giving the manufacturer 
view. I would also like to thank Sue Robinson from 
the National Franchised Dealers Association 
(NFDA) for her excellent insight and commentary 
on the survey.  

Please do take the opportunity to contact me or 
any of the members of the national motor team 
should you want to find out more or discuss how 
we might support you.

Steve Freeman 
Head of the National 
Motor Group at MHA

2017 marks a 
crucial time for 
manufacturers 
to be working 
closely with 
their dealer 
networks 
and setting 
reasonable 
and realistic 
new car sales 
targets.

2017
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The Dealer View

The Manufacturer View 

I am still positive about the group’s 2017 outlook 
performance. We had a great Q1, even after a 
year on year decline in fleet volumes and some 
issues with new car availability. Q2 has been much 
tougher, and we are currently reviewing our long 
term partner strategy, as some manufacturers 
have undoubtedly been pushing unsustainable 
volume pressures into their dealer network 
this year.

The main business risk areas that the management 
team are currently working on are in relation to 
the FCA, GDPR, consumer law and employment 
regulations. Whilst we are not adopting a specific 

This survey clearly shows franchises are expecting 
a near term profit slowdown, just at a time when 
the industry is poised for significant change and 
some manufacturers are likely to call for new 
investment.

The relationship between franchises and 
manufacturers needs to stay as open and 
transparent as possible from both sides. Many 
great initiatives have taken place over the last year, 
I would highlight Lookers inviting manufacturer 
heads to their annual management conference, a 
great way to ensure strategies stay aligned. 
Most manufacturers pay serious attention to 
the NFDA survey as a barometer regarding their 
relationship with their network, so it essential 
that the network takes that opportunity for honest 
feedback.

Whilst the future of the car dealership is currently 
being questioned, given the nature of the product, 
I believe there will always be a need for a physical 
presence. This is likely to be in the form of mobility 
centres, but whilst manufacturers are busily 
studying how to generate future revenue streams; 
it is equally important that the franchise network 
also participates in these studies to ensure their 
future survival.

acquisition strategy for 2017, we are always on 
the lookout for opportunities that fit the group and 
have turnaround potential.

We currently aren’t seeing any adverse impact to 
our current business model from on-line retail 
or the increasing availability of on-line motor 
finance, but are fully aware of a shift in customers 
being users rather than owners and the increasing 
requirement from customers for flexibility and 
instant communication. However, I still believe 
overall that high levels of customer satisfaction 
and delivering a great service are and will continue 
to be the key drivers for a good business. 

One long standing franchise issue is recruitment 
and retention, this has to be finally addressed, 
as it will help provide the necessary diversity to 
address the future. The welcome introduction of 
Product Geniuses into the industry will not only 
help with recruitment (apprentices just aren’t 
seen by some as appealing enough); they will also 
provide the right generational skills to protect you 
from the rapidly changing social landscape.

Social media is a distinct opportunity to address 
many of today’s issues. One great example is the 
recent LinkedIn usage of Trust Ford staff. In the 
build up to and post their annual awards ceremony, 
many of their staff were enthusiastically using 
LinkedIn to show their pride and joy of working 
for the group. This can only assist the group 
perception on a recruitment portal.

Network profitably relies on small percentages 
and ensuring every opportunity is taken; the 
services and support of firms such as MHA is 
therefore essential, it could well be the difference 
you need to survive and certainly prosper.

Trevor Reeve 
Chairman, Pentagon

Paul Flanagan 
Former Renault/Dacia MD UK and Ford MD France

The main business 
risk areas that 
the management 
team are 
currently working 
on are in relation 
to the FCA, GDPR, 
consumer law 
and employment 
regulations. 

The relationship 
between 
franchises and 
manufacturers 
needs to stay 
as open and 
transparent as 
possible from 
both sides.

!
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Current Outlook

With Article 50 triggered, consumer confidence being knocked by 
noise around diesel scrappage and potential PCP mis-selling and 
the likelihood of this resulting in continued reductions in retail 
registration numbers, it’s not surprising that 76% of respondents 
expect 2017 profitability to either be static or reducing. 

The highest ranked area for driving 
performance for 2017 was used cars. This 
performance strategy aligns with that being 
followed by the PLCs, with Vertu stating in 
their year end press release that 70% gross 
profit was achieved from used cars. Also, 
Pendragon, Lookers and Cambria all reported 
that increased used vehicle gross profit 
margins either came from higher volumes or 
higher GPU achievement.

With Motor Trader/CAP HPI recently reporting 
a downturn in used car values in April as 
supply and dealer stocks rise, there is still 
sufficient volume in the market to enable a 
used car strategy to be developed, as long 
as stock is purchased at the right value and 
additional consideration to part exchange 
values is made.

The uncertainty around Brexit increases 
concern regarding how consumer demand 
and buying decisions may be affected by 
potential increases in new car prices. Will 
the consumer go for the lower cost used 
vehicle or will technological advancements of 
automation and connectivity be enough to still 
push demand for new cars? Manufacturers 
hedging strategies and their ability to counter 
potential duty increases, alongside the finance 

providers’ ability to cover off increases via 
possibly extending loan periods, may have 
a significant impact on a buyer’s new/used 
buying consideration.

Whilst there was a mixed response 
regarding new car targets and the impact 
on profitability, pre-registration levels were 
cited as the highest ranked adverse pressure 
on performance. The true financial impact of 
pre-registrations may have been masked by 
over achievement of manufacturer targets for 
the first quarter of 2017, but this issue at some 
point is likely to hit the bottom line, either in 
gross profit or through increased stocking 
costs.

Alongside concerns around consumer 
confidence (as highlighted above), our 
findings confirmed that respondents were 
also concerned that profitability will be 
affected by cost increases. The cost increase 
areas, highlighted by the respondents, is 
not too different from those highlighted in 
our last survey, with significant cost areas 
continuing to be in the areas of employee cost 
and retention, compliance and regulation, 
manufacturer standards, debit card charges, 
rates and utilities.

Only 4 out of the 24 franchises represented did not have 
any respondents expecting profit reductions.

Pre-
registration 
levels were 
cited as the 
highest ranked 
adverse 
pressure on 
performance
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The results of the survey suggest that 
following a period of record new and used 
car sales growth, the retail motor sector is 
entering a period of consolidation.

Over the next year, more than a third of 
dealers expect profit levels to remain 
the same; however, a similar number 
expect them to decline. This is a likely 
consequence of increasing operating costs 
due to inflation which will particularly 
come from increased employment costs, 
such as the apprentice levy, and rising 
dealership running costs, such as utilities 
and rates.

Dealers also appear to have some 
concerns about Brexit, with 71% expecting 
an adverse impact to their business, 
although almost a quarter believe 
Brexit will have no impact. The deal the 
UK negotiates to leave the EU will be 
paramount to the retail motor sector, 
especially, considering the effects it 
might have on the costs and availability of 
imported cars and parts. Tariff free trade 
will be key if the cost of new cars is not to 
increase significantly.

Sue Robinson: NFDA Comments

Potential Cost of Compliance£

extras.cap-hpi.com/dealers-suffer-
from-technology-overload

FCA  
Employment of one head (est. £40,000-£50,000pa) 
plus no current precedent for fine levels to be levied

GDPR 
% turnover based penalties - 2% (T/Over €10 million 
p.a) or 4% (T/Over €20 million pa)

Other Data Breaches 
DPA penalties up to £500,000 for serious breaches 
and enforcement notices requiring commitment to 
undertake specific actions (2016: 21 fines totalling 
£2,155,500)

Health & Safety 
Unlimited fines

Auto-Enrolment 
Penalty of £50 to £10,000 per day you are non-
compliant (related to number of workers) and/or 
fixed fines ranging from £400 and £50,000

Employing Illegal Workers 
Unlimited fines if you “knowingly” employed 
and up to £20,000 fine if you did not do the 
appropriate checks 
 
Tax Strategy Disclosure 
(T/Over over £200bn / Net Worth over £2bn) 
Disclosure requirements with penalties up to 
£7,500 in the first six months, £15,000 up to a year 
and additional £7,500 monthly charge for every 
additional month of breach. 

Modern Slavery Act (T/over over £36m) 
Disclosure requirements with limited penalties. 
Likely to be policed via pressure groups targeting 
specific sectors

Gender Pay Gap (Over 250 employees) 
Published annual statutory calculation requirement 
with no penalties but potential bad press and 
reputational damage

AND…

IT Costs 
To update and integrate systems to deal with all the 
compliance complexity - significant.

As confirmed by CAP HPI with over half of dealers 
using more than five systems daily this is potentially 
a significant hidden cost that businesses haven’t 
planned for.

expect Brexit 
to have an 
adverse 
impact to their 
business

71%

!
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The Future - On-Line Retail

94% of respondents believe that on-line vehicle sales will be integral in the 
future car purchasing model. Of those positive respondents, 63% believe 
that this will be within a five year period. 71% believe it will cross over 
both new and used car retail. This is of no surprise given the level of press 
around amazon on line, manufacturers such as; Peugeot, Smart, Hyundai 
and Volvo testing the market with specific model launches via the internet 
and an easy extension to current platforms operated by online traders 
such as; Autotrader, Trusted Dealer, CarGurus and Carwow.

More than 80% of all time spent on automotive classified sites is spent on Auto Trader. The 
marketplace also has the largest pool of vehicle sellers (listing more than 437,000 cars each 
day). Over 80% of UK automotive retailers advertise on autotrader.co.uk and around 80% of 
all used cars sold through the motor trade appear on the site.

Autotrader facts and figures
Circa 48 million cross platform visits each 
month, with around 70% of visits coming 
through mobile devices.

(Ref:autotrader.co.uk)

Trusted Dealers has a core audience of circa a quarter of a million visits every month. This 
audience comprises a more female and mature bias than classifieds in general, with circa

NFDA 
Trusted 
Dealers

The site operates on a not for profit basis and the dealers all sign up to the Ten Points of 
Difference, dealer standards and offers new cars as well as used.

25% 33% 
of visits on mobiles and tablets
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Is online retail just about price? 
Current online selling considerations: 

With the onset of the inclusion of price 
indicators on price comparison websites, 
dealers should still be mindful that price 
shouldn’t be seen as the only driver 
in a consumers purchasing decision. 
With the level of vehicles advertised 
online, the dealer still needs to ensure 
they are performing in other purchase 
consideration areas such as customer 
service, accuracy of data/vehicle 
specifications provided,  
ease and speed of response in 
communication and confidence in the 
product (provision of video). 

With online motor finance specialists 
recently reporting significant revenue 
growth rates and partnering with online 
car search engines should dealers 
be worried about their F&I income 
reducing in the future? Whilst the 
volume of applications being processed 
online currently remains relatively low, 
the ability for these standalone tech 
companies to flex and meet customers’ 
needs should be taken seriously. This, 
plus the increased use of peer to peer 
lending means that customer financing 
trends should be tracked and monitored.

£

There are some questions this creates which remain unanswered:

? ?

Motor Dealer Report 2017

Will online purchases be 
delivered to the door or 
will physical hand-over 
infrastructure be required?

Who will be selling the car? Will it 
be large groups acting as agents, 
the manufacturer direct or retained 
by the current dealer network 
platform on a handling fee basis. 

Sue Robinson: NFDA Comments

From a technology point of view, almost 
all respondents believe online retail is 
integral to their business. This will not 
be about ‘bricks and mortar’ dealerships 
disappearing, but rather about online 
offerings complementing them. We know 
consumers will still visit showrooms, but 
when they do, they will have done their 
research online first. However, there are a 
growing number of consumers who would 
like to do the whole purchase process 
online and dealers recognise they need to 
meet this demand.
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The Future - Alternative Fuel Vehicles

Following on from the lead of our survey results last year, 
Alternative Fuel Vehicle (AFV) registrations now account for 
more than 4% of the current market and with Toyota Prius being 
titled “The Fastest Selling Used Car In April” by Autotrader, it 
seems that consumer consideration and demand for AFVs is 
now gaining momentum.

Manufacturers are more optimistic than the dealer 
respondents from our previous survey regarding 
AFVs gaining significant market share.

of dealers expect 
this to happen within 
5 and 10 years

of manufacturers 
expect it to happen 
within 5 and 10 years

42% 75%
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Market shareVolume

27,841 1.4%

51,739 2.1%

88,919 3.3%
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2013 2013

32,731 1.4%

2015 2015

72,775 2.8%

www.mha-uk.co.uk 10

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

EV + AFV 
Registration 
and Market 
Share per SMMT 
Vehicle Data
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We asked dealers 
“How happy are you with 
your franchise partners’ 
strategy for future proofing 
regarding EV/autonomous 
driving product?” 0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

EV/Autonomous Vehicle Strategy

HAPPY

VERY CONCERNED

42%

14%

VERY HAPPY

17%

CONCERNED

27%

With consumer trends beginning to turn 
and 60% of dealers happy with the future 
supply and availability of AFVs, the potential 
road block in the growth of AFVs may 
actually exist more in government policy 
and infrastructure limitations rather than in 
technological advances.

The Government has committed to a £1bn 
investment to support the growth in the 
ultra low emission vehicle sector, including 
electric vehicles (EV). The focus is therefore 
turning to the built environment with studies 
being undertaken for presentation at 
Government to evaluate the infrastructure 
readiness and current limitations that may 
impact future investment and viability. EVs 
are best suited to urban environments but 
significant areas of towns don’t have off-
street parking for personal charge points 
to be installed, leaving Local Authorities or 
EV manufacturers to their own devices to 
manage the infrastructure network.

Dealers were asked about their 
manufacturers’ strategy for future 
proofing in respect to Electric Vehicles 
and autonomous driving products. It was 
positive to see that nearly two thirds of 
respondents were happy or very happy 
with their manufacturers’ efforts. 

Although alternative fuel vehicles 
currently make up only a small 
percentage of the market, they represent 
an important growing element of it. It is 
therefore encouraging to see that dealers 
feel positive about their manufactures 
strategy. However, a third of dealers 
surveyed expressed concern, suggesting 
that manufacturers will need to improve 
what they are offering in terms of 
vehicles and infrastructure.

Sue Robinson: NFDA Comments

The potential 
road block in 
the growth 
of AFVs may 
actually 
exist more in 
government 
policy and 
infrastructure 
limitations 
rather than in 
technological 
advances

11
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of the franchises covered in our survey had more 
than 50% of their brand respondents concerned with 
the level of future AFV products.

30% 
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The Future of the Car Dealership?

The sector is arguably entering its most evolving consumer 
“buying” trend in all its history, with many options for the 
purchaser to consider such as private ownership, PCP, PCH, 
subscription basis, dual car options (SUV for winter replaced by 
convertible in summer), car sharing and even potentially driverless 
car options. So where does the car dealership sit in all this?

Tesla/Rockar have already tested the pop 
up, remote servicing business model with 
some success. As promoted at the Shanghai 
Motor Show, Lynk & Co are following suit and 
abandoning the traditional distribution model 
in favour of going to market through on-line 
direct to customer ordering, direct delivery 
to customers and service pickup (01 SUV 
expected to be on sale late 2018/early 2019)

These models of course work as there is a 
much lower volume throughput requirement, 
but even with an expectation of a longer term 
need for servicing and repair networks for 
main stream brands, could the future outlook 
actually be out of town EV hubs with charging 
points and servicing departments with 
driverless cars taking people into town?

Whilst physical dealerships, as they currently 
are today, are safe in the short term, recent 
market entrants are pushing the boundaries 
of what will be the future infrastructure 
requirements for the sector. 

Given the potential for future changes to 
the distribution network, companies should 
consider adopting business structures 
that provide for asset protection. Property 
investment decisions should also consider 
alternative use requirements and investment 
payback decisions should be amended 
accordingly.

Two thirds of manufacturers 
stated that network sizes 
will reduce by 20% during 
the next year.

20%
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M&A Outlook

With the pace of M&A activity slowing during the 
back end of 2016 and into 2017, it’s not surprising 
that only 7% of the respondents are actively 
looking to exit, with similarly 8% of respondents 
looking to acquire. The sector is in a consolidation 
phase with companies either bedding in new 
acquisitions, developing sites or looking for 
other ways to grow their business, such as 
with new franchises on current sites or driving 
departmental performance.

2017 activity, as expected after the weakening 
of sterling, has seen an increase in overseas 
groups acquiring in the UK: Essex Auto 
Group by Allen Ford, Carrs BMW by Jardine’s 
and Carshop by Sytner. It is likely that we 
will continue to see the trend of overseas 
investment in medium sized groups for the 
remainder of the year.

In general, the acquisition criteria’s of the 
groups are in relation to scale, franchise fit 
or geographic fit. 

For smaller single site operations, 
transactions may well be driven more by 
external factors such as non supporting 
external finance stakeholders, manufacturer 
investment/network discussions or poor 
profitability, and it is likely that goodwill 
multiples will come under some pressure.

www.mha-uk.co.uk13
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Whilst a similar number of 
respondents to last year are 
looking to grow their business 
over the next 12 months 
(2017: 60%, 2016: 64%) there is 
a significant shift in how they 
will do this. 

13%

25%

62%

will grow via acquisition

are looking to increase sites

are looking to achieve 
growth through organic 
growth/redevelopment

(2016:40%)

(2016:16%)

(2016: 44%) 
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About Us

MHA Firms Services

MHA is a UK wide 
association of progressive 
and respected accountancy 
and business advisory 
firms. Each MHA member 
firm offers a broad range 
of services including 
accountancy, tax and 
corporate finance as well as 
sector specialisms.
We are the UK members of the 
international network, Baker Tilly 
International. Through our membership 
of Baker Tilly International we are able to 
provide premier accounting, assurance, 
tax and specialist business advice 
worldwide, drawing on internationally 
recognised industry and service line 
experts in 147 countries.

Accounting and Financial Reporting

External Audit

Internal Audit, Control Reviews and 
Finance Function

Effectiveness Reviews

Forensic Reviews

Tax Compliance Support, Tax Planning 
and Mitigation (corporation tax compliance 
and returns, capital allowances claims, 
organisational structuring guidance, 
optimising tax structures for acquisitions 
and disposals, employment taxation advice 
and support, employee incentive schemes 
planning, wealth management planning, 
income tax, retirement and succession 
planning)

VAT Advisory

Strategic Reviews

Corporate Finance Advice

Contact us

01908 256706

If you have any queries about our motor
dealer survey or would like to know more
about the services MHA is able to provide,
please contact the team on:

Collectively 
we have over

50
offices across 
the UK
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Monahans 
www.monahans.co.uk 
Swindon (Head office) 
38-42 Newport Street  
Swindon  
Wilts  
SN1 3DR 
Tel: 01793 818 300 
 
Additional offices: Bath, Chippenham, 
Frome, Glastonbury, Melksham, Taunton, 
Trowbridge 

Tait Walker 
www.taitwalker.co.uk 
Newcastle (Head office) 
Bulman House 
Regent Centre 
Gosforth 
Newcastle Upon Tyne 
NE3 3LS 
Tel: 0191 285 0321  
 
Additional offices: Northumberland, 
Tees Valley

MHA Member Firm Offices

Broomfield & Alexander 
www.broomfield.co.uk 
Cardiff (Head office)  
Ty Derw 
Lime Tree Court  
Cardiff Gate International Business Park 
Cardiff  
CF23 8AB 
Tel: 02920 549 939 
 
Additional offices: Monmouth,  
Newport, Swansea

MHA Carpenter Box 
www.carpenterbox.com 
Worthing (Head office) 
Amelia House 
Crescent Road 
Worthing 
BN11 1QR 
Tel: 01903 234 094 
 
Additional offices: Gatwick 
 
 
Henderson Loggie 
www.hlca.co.uk 
Dundee (Head office)  
The Vision Building 
20 Greenmarket 
Dundee 
DD1 4QB 
Tel: 01382 200 055 
 
Additional offices: Aberdeen, 
Edinburgh, Glasgow

Larking Gowen 
www.larking-gowen.co.uk 
Norwich (Head office) 
King Street House 
15 Upper King Street 
Norwich 
NR3 1RB 
Tel: 01603 624 181 
 
Additional offices: Bungay, Colchester, 
Cromer, Dereham, Diss, Fakenham, Holt, 
Ipswich

MHA MacIntyre Hudson 
www.macintyrehudson.co.uk 
London City 
New Bridge Street House 
30-34 New Bridge Street 
London 
EC4V 6BJ 
Tel: 020 7429 4100 
 
Additional Offices: Bedford, Birmingham, 
Canterbury, Cayman Islands, Chelmsford, 
Folkestone, High Wycombe, Leicester, 
Maidstone, Milton Keynes, Northampton, 
North London, Peterborough, Reading

Moore and Smalley 
www.mooreandsmalley.co.uk 
Preston (Head Office) 
Richard House 
9 Winckley Square 
Preston 
Lancashire 
PR1 3HP 
Tel: 01772 821 021 
 
Additional offices: Blackpool,  
Kendal, Kirkby Lonsdale, Lancaster, 
Nottingham, Southport, Liverpool, 
Manchester

Issued June 2017

MHA is the trading name of MHCA Limited, a company limited by guarantee, registered in England with registered number: 07261811. Registered office: Moorgate 
House, 201 Silbury Boulevard, Milton Keynes, United Kingdom, MK9 1LZ. Professional services are provided by individual member firms. No member firm has liability 
for the acts or omissions of any other member firm arising from or in connection with its membership of MHA. Further information and links to the member firms can be 
found via our website www.mha-uk.co.uk. Arrandco Investments Limited is the registered owner of the UK trade mark for Baker Tilly and its associated logo.
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To find out more about the 
accountancy and business advisory 
services MHA can offer, please 
contact +44 (0) 207 429 4147.

Follow us on:

www.mha-uk.co.uk


